
Originally I had a small circle of people that I thought of for doing the forward of the book. The 
first two were Henry Chalfant and Blade. Henry I did ask  for the obvious and perhaps the easy 
way out he's well known  and respected for his knowledge in the genre. But, he respectfully 
declined but, was invaluable to me in the making of this book. Blade I wanted because he was 
my idol as a kid and a friend and well, he’s famous within the culture. The problem that I faced 
with Blade was my relationship with him and his well known dislike of Cap. Which could come 
across as being a little to bias.  

The other person I wrote to was Mare139 because his fame really links with Cap in that great 
part of Style Wars. I really wanted to try and get one, another crew members view and more 
importantly a different ethnicities perspective of our crew and what they seen and experienced 
through their eyes. Sadly he didn't get back to me because basically I thought it would have 
been perfect.Then I thought let me try to reach out to Jason (Terror 161). That took a little 
swallowing of some pride on my behalf based on some unfriendly exchanges of emails we had 
over the release of the 2nd newsletter about Cap. But, again I thought we know each other a 
long time and it’s about the history of the crew of which we are both part of. Sadly He 
didn't get back either. 

 Another person I went to based on respect, knowledge and knowing him for quite a few years 
was Freedom he had just finished the Stay high 149 book and was very capable. After some 
thought and really wanting another perspective (Not Anglo) I called Henry I believe, and he 
suggested Sacha Jenkins .I first thought a little strange considering dealing with him first and  
not being  able to realize the MPC project through Prestel but, I felt we got along well and I was  
fully aware of his qualifications. So we spoke and he agreed but, and understandably wanted to 
be compensated unfortunately the publisher wouldn't go for it. So I went with my original 
choice and called Blade. He wrote something, we did some editing trying to keep in mind the 
facts and truth of what Cap had created without being biased to the point of coming across as 
hate. And that is exactly what I feel was done and I stand by it 100%. I sent the final draft back 
to Blade for his approval and it was done. 

 


